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I. INTRODUCTION

Every year, new games are designed and released in
an increasing manner. [1] Even if a majority of video
game players are adults, the number of children playing
video games is still substantial - 21% of gamers in
the USA in 2020 are under 18 years old [2]. To help
parents decide if a video game is adapted for their
children, the Pan European Game information (PEGI)
was founded in 2003. PEGI creates standard age labels
for video games, and classifies them with it. In 2017
nearly 30’000 games had been thus labeled [3].

In parallel, with the game industry development,
press dedicated to video games gained more and more
importance. Video games press websites generate a lot
of traffic, and some people use articles from website
they trust to choose which game to play. Usually, press
articles are meant to highlight the main characteristics
of a game, and to give the redaction’s opinion. But do
the PEGI labels appear through the writing? Or to put it
differently, how do the style of writing correlate with
the PEGI labels? The answer to this question could
help decide whether game reviews can be a good tool
for determining the appropriate age to play a game.

II. METHODS

Using the PEGI labels as a base for game classifica-
tion seemed a logical choice, since this norm has been
widely used in Europe in the last decades. We decided
to use a single website specialized in video game
reviews, jeuxvideo.com. In the scope of this project, it
seemed appropriate to focus on a single website, and
jeuxvideo.com had characteristics that suited our goals.

• The reviews on this website are mostly those of
well known games, that consequently are classi-
fied by PEGI.

• All of the reviews since the creation of the website
(1997) are available.

• jeuxvideo.com is based in France and targets a
french-speaking audience. It is thus is in the scope
of the European PEGI classification.

• The reviews are all written in french, so there
was no language-based selection to make on the
reviews.

• On a more practical note, the PEGI classification
of a game is most of the time directly available
on the website, thus simplifying the scrapping.

A. Feature vectors creation

18’349 reviews were extracted from jeuxvideo.com,
and the 11’772 that had an age classification were
kept. Then, a vocabulary was built in two parts: first,

TABLE I
VOCABULARY WORD COUNT

1-word 2-words
Total 100’158 2’350’050
Without stop-words 99’777 3’584’811
Within occurrence boundaries 49’074 2’011
Containing key-words only ∅ 400
After stemming 27’206 391

all of the unique words were extracted, and then
all the combinations of two consecutive words (bi-
grams) were selected. In both cases, stop-words were
removed (see list on github repository). Than, an occur-
rences boundary selection was made, and a stemming
was performed. The occurrences boundary selection
consisted in discarding all of the unique words that
appeared less than 3 times and all the pair of words that
appeared less than a hundred times. The first boundary
was chosen based on the intuition that a word with
one or two occurrences in the whole set of reviews
could not be very relevant on the age classification.
For the upper boundary, the limit under which the
pair of words seemed to have no logical link was
selected.The bi-grams vocabulary was further reduced
by only accepting those that contained at least one
key-word from a list. This list can be found on the
repository and was constructed by manually selecting
words appearing in the top of bi-grams occurrences
that changed meaning by being matched with different
words. The corresponding vocabulary size can be seen
in Table II-A. The restriction of the vocabulary aimed
at reducing the size of the input data in order to
improve the training of our models.

Based on this final vocabulary of 27’597 words,
a term frequency–inverse document frequency (tfidf)
method was used on the collection of reviews and the
resulting vectors were used as feature vectors is some
models.

A direct mapping from texts to vectors of smaller
dimension was also considered. Implementations of
such embeddings exist in python [4], so we tried to
apply it to our dataset. This produced a vector of
dimension 300 for each review, that was used for the
predictions.

B. Algorithm and parameters

Once feature vectors were available, different meth-
ods were applied to try to predict the best classification.
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On the one hand, the feature vectors of small
dimension extracted by embedding the reviews were
used with the help of a simple k-nearest neighbors
algorithm. This model performed best with k = 7.
Even though the implementation of text2vec was
already available in python, it was interesting to see
how this algorithm performed on our dataset.

On the other hand, Tf-idf vectors belonged to a large
dimension space. Consequently, dimension reduction
techniques were considered.

Considering the fact that this project was focused
on NLP, using word embedding seemed a promising
solution. To do so, multiple approaches were
considered.
First, a pre-trained model of Word2Vec [5] was
applied on our dataset. This embedding was trained
on the french Wikipedia, which allows the use of
a large corpus in multiple contexts. To combine
this embedding with our corpus and previously
defined vectors, a vector representing each text was
created by weighting the embedding of a word by
its tf-idf coefficient. Once this transformation was
made, classical machine learning methods such as
tree based ones (gxboost for instance) were applied.
Unfortunately, there were differences between the
embedding dictionary and the vocabulary, probably
due to video games specific words that are not often
used in everyday language. This probably reduced
the efficiency of this method, that was already not as
good as the one of other methods.

To avoid the previous differences in vocabulary and
to learn context specific embeddings, we tried to use
only the textual reviews at our disposal to train our
models. The use of neural networks allows to implicitly
map the words into a smaller space, from which
predictions are made by the higher layers. To this end,
a classical neural network was defined. This network
was composed of 3 fully connected hidden layers, with
an input of the vocabulary size and an output size of 5,
returning scores for each pegi class. The architecture
of this network can be seen figure 1. The input size
corresponds to the size of the total vocabulary (100
158 words) since this is the dataset that gave the best
results.

We also attempted to turn the question into a re-
gression model, given that smooth transitions between
classes are technically possible. However, the networks
trained that way ended up having poor results.

This main network was trained for fifty epochs,

using a learning rate of 10−4. The training converged
for higher values for the learning rate, but we decided
to try to make sure we had a proper local minimum.
Naturally for a classification problem, cross entropy
loss was used. The optimisation was done using py-
torch’s implementation of the Adam algorithm. The
data was separated into batches of 100 data points.

Finally, a different type of neural network was
considered. In order to use the texts as so and not
just unordered bag of words, recurrent neural networks
were tested. More specifically, lstm (Long Short Term
Memory) networks were used on our data to try and
predict the pegi classification of a game based on its
review. This kind of neural networks uses previous
output as a complementary input, and hence the final
output is based on the entirety (to a certain extent) of
an ordered input, in our case the words of a review. The
considered network had an embedding layer, followed
by lstm layers. Unfortunately, we did not manage to
make this network converge. Maybe this is due to a
too small number of available training datapoints, or
to insufficient adjustments of the hyper-parameters of
this network.

III. RESULTS

The model that ended up performing the best was
a naı̈ve neural network, shown in figure 1, with an
accuracy of around 69.5%, reaching up to around
81% if we switched to a classification based on label
colour—green for +3 and +7, orange for +12 and +16,
and red for +18. Given the number of classes, this is
far better than random, but still a long way from a good
classifier.

Given the number of weights in the model, it is sur-
prising that a relatively small training set was enough
to reach such a good accuracy.

With a text-embedded input, the models consid-
ered ended up maxing out around 66% classification
accuracy. Hence, we were unable to find a model
that performed better than the naı̈ve neural network.
Colour-based classification was also lower, though it
ended up around 79%, which is no that far from
the neural network’s accuracy. Assuming that our at-
tempted neural network architectures were reasonable,
this could mean that using word embedding removes
information about the specific text and thus makes it
more difficult to recognise the exact rating of a game,
but can become almost as good as the giant network
at interpreting the general tone of a review.

A speculation for an explanation for this would be
that two words that are semantically similar might not
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the neural network

Method Pegi accuracy Color accuracy
tf-idf + word embedding 0.60 0.73
text embedding 0.66 0.79
Fully connected neural network 0.70 0.81

TABLE II
PREDICTION RESULTS BY DIFFERENT METHODS

be used in the same contexts. For instance, when in
a general video game context, ”eliminate”(”éliminer”)
and ”kill”(”tuer”) usually mean the same thing when
referring to enemies, but a reviewer might be more
inclined to use ”eliminate” when writing a review a
game with a lower age rating.

The embedding allowed nonetheless to visualize the
texts on a small space, by performing a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) on the extracted vectors.
Figure 2 clearly shows a tendency in the classification
according to the first 2 dimensions of the projection of
the vectors computed with text2vec. Regardless, our
methods using these vectors did not reach higher than
around 66% of accuracy.

We deemed it interesting to look at a few exam-
ples of misclassified reviews. First up, we have the
more severe category, games misclassified downward,
i.e. games that are rated 18+ but that our algorithm
classified as 3+. We took a look at three reviews that

Fig. 2. Embedding of the reviews projected on a 2-dimensional
space.

were misclassified like this.
First up, ”Fallout 4: Vault-Tec Workshop”. The

reason for the wrong label is quite obvious here.
This DLC—Downloadable content; an add-on to the
game—revolves around being given extra options to
build settlements. Naturally, much crafting related ter-
minology appears in the review, overshadowing the few
occurrences of words that a human would associate
with a higher age rating. While a human reading the
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review would definitely understand it isn’t about a
family friendly game, it is easy to see why a neural
network might misinterpret it.

Second, ”Driver 76”. This example is even more
understandable than the previous one, as the review
spends little time discussing the more mature themes of
the game. The only part of the review that can indicate
the nature of the game is the part where the author
mentions the game’s storyline, which involves gangs.
However, no brutality is described in that part of the
review. Even a human might end up underestimating
the game’s age rating, although most likely not quite
as extremely as the neural network, given the mentions
of gangs.

Last, ”OneChanbara : Bikini Samurai Squad”. It is
hard to understand why the neural network misclassi-
fied this review so badly, as the text is full of sexual
and violent terminology. A human would not hesitate
at all before realising that this is not a family friendly
game, and it is also difficult to imagine why a neural
would have trouble with it, given the frequency of those
terms.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the end, no features pre-processing really im-
proved our results. This could be due to the size of our
dataset that may be not big enough to gain anything by
being pre-processed. Also our results may be improved
by augmenting the data set.

Nonetheless, it was possible to predict the PEGI
classification of game based on its textual review with
a satisfactory accuracy. By being clearly better than
a random choice, the precision we achieved shows
that a link does exists between the vocabulary used
in reviews and the age rating of the game. Having
even better results when classifying the PEGI colors
shows that a non-negligable part of our misclassified
text are classified in an age category not far from theirs.
This could be used as an argument to ascertain that
journalistic game reviews can be used by parents to
know if a game is adapted for their child’s age category.

Furthermore, those results could be used as a start-
ing point for an automated analysis of video game
speeches, a new tool for this really active search
domain[6], that potentially has a good amount of
exploitable data [7].
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